TR 7FOW                John Fowler & Co., (Leeds) Ltd - additional deposit

TR 7FOW PH              Photographic records

TR 7FOW PH3            Prints

TR 7FOW PH3/1          John Fowler

                      c1860

TR 7FOW PH3/2          John and Elizabeth Fowler

                      c1860

TR 7FOW PH3/3          John Fowler and his associates
                      William Worby, Robert Burton, David Greig

                      c1860

TR 7FOW PH3/4          The Fowler brothers: Joseph Gurney, Alfred, John Wilfred and
                      Robert Henry on a shooting party at Brockhall, Norfolk

                      1880s

TR 7FOW PH3/5          Robert Henry Fowler

                      c1914

TR 7FOW PH3/6          Edmund Godfrey Pelly

                      c1930
TR 7FOW PH3/7  Diesel crawler tractor operated by the American Sugar Beet Company

1920s

TR 7FOW PH3/8  Fowler Challenger tractor waterproofed for hauling the St Ives lifeboat

1950s

TR 7FOW PH3/9  Address presented to Mrs John Fowler by the Fowler Memorial Committee

May 1867 [date of original document]

TR 7FOW PH3/10  Memorial to John Fowler erected in South Park Darlington by Joseph Pease

erected to commemorate Fowler's gold medal steam plough

1858

TR 7FOW SP  Social and personal records

TR 7FOW SP2  Records of events, societies and organisations

TR 7FOW SP2/1  Honour granted to Robert Fowler

Knight's Cross of the Order of Franz Joseph, Austrian Empire

October 1873